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ED IT O RIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
Wh a t will be the effects on ma na gement of a planned economy? Business men have been asking themselves this question and arriving at many different answers. La st December,
when many of the New Deal policies of the present administration were being instituted, Pa u l J. Stokes discussed this
subject before the Indianapolis Cha pter of our Association.
While many changes have occurred since this address was
given, the fundamental viewpoint expressed at that time is as
interesting a nd helpfu l today a s it wa s la st December. In a ddition, recent events have served to illustrate the correctness
of certain of Mr. Stok es' views. These views a re presented
in ou r first a rticle on "Ma na gement Under a Pla nned Economy."
Mr. Stok es was born at West Middletown, Ohio. H e gra duated with honors from Mia mi University, Oxford, Ohio,
where he was elected to Phi Beta Ka ppa. After discharge
fr o m t h e U. S. air service following the Armistice, he beca me
affiliated with Babson's Statistical Organization, Wellesley
Hills, Ma ss. Du ring the past eleven yea rs he has been
research director of the National Retail Ha r dwa re Association with hea dquarters at Indianapolis. Mr. Stokes is also
research consultant for Ma na gement Institu te, Vice President of the Indianapolis Association of Credit Men and
President of the Ma rket Research Club.
Ou r second article deals with "Accou nting in the Pa int Indu stry." Ou r rea ders will be interested in noting how standard
costs have been applied in this industry and particularly how
one concern has solved the problem of handling plant overhead du ring a period of abnormal production in such a way
as to segrega te controllable production costs, which can then
be compa red with sta ndards. T he a u th or o f t his a rti cle, D. M.
Beale is Au dit or a nd Assist a nt T rea su rer of the Genera l Pa int
Corp., Sa n Fra ncisco, Cal. Prior to e nteri ng th e fie ld of paint
ma nufa ctu ring he spent two yea rs, 1917 -18, with the Louisville
and Nashville Railway Co., at Montgomery, Ala. From 1919
to 1926 Mr. Beale served as accountant with the Brininstool
Pa int Compa ny of Los Angeles, a ft er whi ch he spent two yea rs
in charge of credits and accounting for the Ma gner Bros.
Pa int Co. of Sa n Fra ncisco. H e has been with the General
Paint Corp. since 19 29.
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MANA GE M E NT UN D E R A P L A N N E D E CONOMY
By Paul J. Stokes, Research Director,
National Retail Hardware Association, Indianapolis, Ind.
years ago the average business man would have considF OUR
ered this topic adapted for discussion only in academic halls or
at socialist rallies. He would have considered a planned economy
to be virtually impossible of establishment or of operation in the
United States. Our vaunted constitutional rights, our innate desire for unrestrained individualism, our unparalleled growth in
wealth and in standards of living under laissez- faire, the apparent
proof that our adherence to the profit economy was largely responsible for our enviable position as the greatest industrial nation —
these and many other factors furnished adequate grounds for such
an opinion. Today, we find that an abstract and a remote possibility has been transformed into an imminent probability. Indeed,
certain aspects of a planned economy are now in operation.
Before business can adjust safely its management policies so
as to avoid a maximum of skin grafting as protection for the spots
where its hide is likely to be removed, there should be a reasonably
clear conception of the reasons for what seems to be a sudden and
revolutionary change in the relations between business and government.
Dissatisfaction with and political pressure upon the economic
system usually varies in direct ratio with the number of empty
stomachs. Contentment creates conservatism. Hunger and want
breed radicalism; if long continued, they are almost certain to
bring revolution.
Capitalism stayed firmly in the saddle so long as a substantial
proportion of our people were able to maintain or to improve their
standards of living. It is now threatened seriously as a direct consequence of the collapse in equity values, the lack of profits, the
tremendous gain in unemployment, the fall in payrolls, the reduction in purchasing power and the impairment of living standards
suffered by so many of our population between the years 1929 and
1 933•
There have been other intervals in our history when dissatisfaction with "laissez- faire" was vociferous but, as far as I am able to
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learn, this is the first time that a federal administration has responded by undertaking the "rationalization" of our economic
system.
Business men are merely sticking their heads in the sand if they
ignore what so many choose to regard as a passing fad. They are
forgetting that management has failed to stem the tide of deflation and depression. It has not come forward with a workable plan
that will return millions of people to jobs, revive purchasing
power and restore prosperity. It has not been socially - minded. It
has lacked the unity of action that any system must develop if it
is to endure. Its policy of "let the devil take the hindmost" has
increased the number of the "hindmost" until they have obtained
a working majority. And majorities determine governmental attitudes because they elect the personnel of government.
So it is not surprising that the present administration feels that
it received a mandate from the people to reorganize the relationships between business and the people as a whole. It conceives its
job to be as much the socialization of our national income as the
restoration of normal business volumes.
Indeed, its process of reasoning is based upon the belief that
prosperity cannot be restored unless there is redistribution of income. Regimentation of business through economic planning is to
be the pathway to both objectives.
The only significant cleavage between government factions on
this policy is based upon the extent to which business will be
allowed to govern itself. The "left" group declares the government
should be the administering authority. The "right" proponents
feel that individual lines of business should supervise the functioning of their respective programs. In all cases, however, the government is to be the umpire, empowered to fine the wrong doer
or, perhaps, to even put him out of the game.
So economic planning is here. How long it will stay or the form
into which it may finally evolve are absolutely unpredictable.
Naturally, most business men are bewildered by their new and
strange surroundings. No wonder! The government is attempting
to accomplish in a relatively few months a transition that would
be a monumental task if it were completed within a generation.
Confusion, lack of balance, hardship and dissatisfaction have been
an inevitable consequence. Nevertheless, the work will go on. The
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die has been cast and there are no indications that the steps taken
thus far are to be retraced.
Business men should realize this fact. They face a new era in
management. Its duration may be short but they must adapt themselves as quickly as possible if they are to survive even a brief
reign of the New Deal. And if a planned economy proves satisfactory to a majority of the electorate, we may have a permanent
change to a new plane of business operations. It is also conceivable, even probable, that failure of the present program may not
signify a complete return to the former state of affairs.
We have not yet reached a point where we know what is to
happen. Therefore, we cannot plan definitely the procedure of
self adjustment. But recognition of certain objectives which seem
to be in the minds of those now in control will help us considerably
in establishing a few principles to be followed.
First, the income of workers is to be increased and their share
of the return from the goods they help to produce is to be enlarged.
Second, serious maladjustments in the relative purchasing power
of major population groups are to be corrected. For example, the
spread between the prices received by farmers for their products
and the prices they pay for goods purchased by them is to be
narrowed.
Third, commodity prices are to be lifted to approximately the
1926 level so that debt repayment will be made easier.
Fourth, wherever feasible, uneconomic competitive practices are
to be eliminated.
So higher raw material prices and greater labor costs are definitely in the picture. Nothing much is being said about it now, but
the fact remains that a return to the profit levels enjoyed by many
establishments back in the days of normalcy is not so assured.
Profit limitation is most likely to result from the fixing of uniform
selling prices. Considerable progress has been made already in
this direction, by virtue of code authority, and there is a strong
probability that the practice will become virtually universal. Retail prices, other than for foods, may be excepted because of pressure brought by consumer groups.
Price -fixing is regarded by many executives as a boon from the
gods. Those directing the destinies of small enterprises, in particular, seem to feel that they will be in a position to meet much
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more effectively the competition of the big outfit which, by virtue
of mass production and capital strength, has been in a position to
cut the heart out of prices when, as and if it saw fit to do so. Some
of the price schedules that have appeared recently would seem to
indicate that such a milennium has arrived, as the marginal producer has been moved downward several notches in a number of
industries. I question seriously the grounds for such a hopeful
assumption, for large profits are absolutely inconsistent with a
planned economy that has as its major objective the socialization of
national income.
At the moment, the focus of attention (as far as business men
are concerned) is upon minimum prices; my guess is that they are
headed for adjustment of their affairs so as to be able to maintain
a satisfactory existence under maximum prices. Farmers promise
to be the only major group destined for partial or entire exemption.
From an industrial standpoint, uneconomically high prices will
be forbidden because they are inimical to the public interest. Such
a prospect should make the business man stop and think. He is
going to have to do something about it and do it quickly. Fortunately, if the planned economy stops short of absolute socialism,
we face relatively few new problems; they are merely variations of
those that have wrinkled our brows ever since there was such a
thing as business.
Management, as has always been the case, must reach satisfactory answers, evolve methods and take action. Logically, the approach is functional. Production costs will tend to rise, inevitably.
Both raw materials and labor are headed for higher levels; even
the most efficiently managed concerns will find it difficult —if not
impossible —to prevent the absorption by these two prime costs of
a noticeably higher ratio of the selling price received for goods produced and /or distributed.
Two factors will be especially influential in forcing up raw material prices. First, their producers have been among the most
prominent victims of the four -year deflation. As is always the
case, quotations for raw materials fell farther and faster than for
finished goods. In turn, they will climb more rapidly than other
prices. Higher labor costs will contribute their share, too. Secondly, as victims of economic maladjustment, the price authority
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will be more likely to sanction a greater advance than for the general price level in order to restore a satisfactory economic balance.
It is also quite possible that an economic right price may have to
be reckoned with. In many cases, mandatory depreciation and depletion charges may become an item of much greater cost significance than marginal producers have felt that they dared to
recognize.
Everyone realizes that labor costs will advance. They have already, and the end is not yet unless production per man -hour rises
faster than hourly wage rates. Under normal cyclical functioning,
from now on we could anticipate a gradual return to mass production and sharply lower labor expenditures per unit. A planned
economy, however, conceivably could regard the improvement stage
of the cycle as the most appropriate time for additional socialization
of business income upon the assumption that the best way to assure prosperity is to get more money into the hands of the highest
possible number of potential consumers.
Students of business trends realize that industrial profits usually
reach their peak during the closing phases of the improvement and
the early prosperity divisions of the cycle. They then begin to
decline because costs eventually rise more rapidly than selling
prices, a condition that finally contributes to decline and subsequent depression.
There is reason to believe that a like condition will remain effective under a planned economy but profits as a whole are less
likely to be so large. A socially- minded government can be counted
upon to keep a watchful eye on this interesting and selfish goal of
all entrepreneurs because it has taken upon itself the future protection of labor's interests. There will be no hesitation to do so
at the expense of temporary, excessive profits.
Anyone would be foolish to take issue with such a policy if a
more general and enduring prosperity results. There are conscientious objectors to its philosophy but their reasoning has no place
in our discussion because— temporarily, at least —they are likely to
be ignored.
There are other phases of labor costs that may place a heavier
burden upon industry. Unemployment insurance is imminent.
Pension plans, welfare, profit - sharing and health clinics are typical
of a more enlightened social state and compulsory recognition of
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societal obligations. Passing of child labor and the sweat shop is
favored by every right- thinking executive and will benefit those
who have tried to play the game decently. We all want to attend
the economic burial of the "gyp" whose price- cutting was made
possible by victimizing his employes.
Another management function also faces real problems. I refer
to business financing. The enterprise which does not have a substantial backlog of liquid reserves —most of us are in this classification —will have a job on its hands to obtain sufficient funds to
provide for rising raw material prices, mounting labor costs and
the expansion or modernization of production facilities necessitated by increased volume or narrowed profit margin. For the
ordinary credit channels may not be open to its use, except in
limited fashion.
The Securities Act has such prominent teeth that it is scaring all
the Little Red Riding Hoods in the financial woods half to death.
Who wants to issue stocks or bonds, however legitimate the purpose, if heavy fines or imprisonment result from circumstances
that may not be at all subject to the individual's control? Consequently, new financing through the medium of a security issue is
sure to be far below the volume that is normally characteristic of
the improvement phase of the cycle.
Bank credit may also prove less easy to obtain. The government
undoubtedly will continue to bring pressure upon the banking
fraternity, urging it to loosen the credit reins. Nevertheless, bankers, have learned some painful and unpleasant lessons during the
last four years; they will be cautious in making loans. Nor can
they be blamed very much. They must be reasonably sure that
loans will be repaid when due. The profit prospect is so uncertain
and our eventual monetary basis is so hazy that only short-term
loans on good collateral are favored.
Eventually, bank deposit insurance may bring easier credit along
lines that might not be particularly healthy to the financial structure. In states where such insurance has been in effect, it has
amounted to a premium on bad banking via the loose credit route.
Federal supervision is expected to be much more strict, with consequent prevention of such abuses, but competition for business
and for prospective profits may still have their usual psychological
effect.
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A third management function— distribution —is likely to present
the most serious problems and the greatest opportunities for those
who solve them promptly and intelligently. It is here that policies
and methods seem destined for the most pronounced changes.
Price competition —the paramount consideration during recent
years —will be eliminated to all practical purposes. Quality and
service appeals must necessarily be stressed in the most effective
manner possible and they must be backed up by performance on
the parts of both product and producer.
Advertising must undergo changes in perspective, media must
be gauged closely and appropriations undoubtedly should be increased wherever the number of potential users is large. Facts
must displace hunches. Quotas must have statistical foundations
to support them. The costing of distribution must involve well
considered potentials for the product and the trading area. For
the only way to reduce distribution expense is to establish sane
performance standards and to get busy when they are exceeded by
any cog in the marketing machine. Such procedure has long been
taken as a matter of course in production. Further savings, especially under a planned economy, will be progressively less easy
to secure. But in the field of distribution even the surface has not
been scratched. The door of opportunity is wide open for the
analyst, the planner and the executive who realizes that selling will
afford the least crowded road to profit recovery.
All this should create a paradise for the accountant. Control, to
be effective, must be based upon accurate and complete information. The accountant is equipped to furnish it. But a lot of
accountants must change their perspective. Mere collection and
audit of data furnished by production, sales and finance divisions
of the business are not enough.
The real job is to know what data to get, how to get it and what
to do with it. Interpretation is vital, because the typical executive
in charge of production or sales demands logical conclusions rather
than mere figures if he is to revise present methods. It is suggested that attention be focused upon potential improvements in
space usage, processes, scheduling of work, standardization of
parts and products, lighting and equipment. Waste and spoilage
should be controlled and minimized.
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The morale of labor is especially important, for a number of
reasons aside from absolute production per man -hour. Methods
must be synchronized with the men who use them so as to develop
a well oiled production and marketing machine.
Credit practices, selling costs, correlation of production and
sales, market surveys, new products adapted to the line and logical
statistical interpretation of both results and potentials will help
greatly toward stimulating sales, cutting costs and increasing
profits.
Opportunity is knocking on your door with a sledge hammer.
It is my sincere belief that the aggressive and progressive accountant can and will be a potent factor in the new phases of management competition inevitable under a planned economy.
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A C C O U N T I N G I N T HE P A I N T I N D U S T RY
By D. M. Beale,
Auditor and Assistant Treasurer,
General Paint Corp., San Francisco, Cal.
SE E MS only fitting before delving into the subject of acITcounting
in the paint and varnish industry, that a brief outline
be given as to the origin and history of paint and varnish.
The use of both decorative and protective coatings is of course
of unknown antiquity. It is only reasonable to suppose that the
earliest paints may have been pigments mixed with grease or
fat used by savage tribes to decorate their persons and clothing. A preparation of this nature is still used by a vast
horde of our present day females of both high and low social
order. When Noah built the Ark and coated the seams with
pitch, he was doubtless following the most approved system of
use of protective coatings on structural materials. So far as is
yet known, the oldest varnish in existence is that on the wooden
mummy cases of Egypt. We are not apprised of the fact that
the Egyptian manufacturer of mummy case varnish was an advocate of standard costs but he did produce a product that was in
surprisingly good condition after two or three thousand years of

ioo

exposure.
While the paint and varnish industry is of ancient origin, the
rate of progress and research has apparently been far greater
within comparatively recent years. New materials have been made
available, new methods of using old materials have been discovered and field tests have given more definite information regarding comparative values of paint combinations.
The manufacture of paint and varnish is very closely allied but
they are nevertheless produced under entirely different processes.
The principal raw materials used in varnishes are oils —the
better known being linseed, tung oils, resins, turpentine and benzine. In the manufacturing process the oils and resins are placed
in a kettle, the capacity of which is approximately
gallons.
This mixture is cooked at a temperature of generally Soo degrees
Fahrenheit for a period running from one to five hours. When
removed from the fire the solution is permitted to cool before the
addition of thinners— turpentine being generally used for this
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purpose. It is then pumped from the kettle into an auxiliary tank
where it is subsequently released into the centrifuge or clarifier
to remove all foreign matter. It is then placed in storage for
later use by the paint plant or filled into containers for stock.
Some varnishes require ageing before they will meet the requirements of a protective coating. Cooking varnish is far from being
a mechanical process, as a great deal depends upon the ingenuity
and care of the varnish maker.
The manufacture of a full line of paints and kindred products
requires an exceedingly wide range of raw materials. Among the
better known white pigments are zinc oxides, white lead and
lithopones, any number of which are carried in raw material stocks
in various grades and degrees of fineness. Linseed oil, including
the several processed grades, furnishes the principal vehicle in oil
type paints such as house paints of the better grade. There are
other oils, such as perilla, soya bean and refined fish oil, which
are used extensively.
Liquid paint formulas are segregated into three sections, each
representing a distinct process:
i —The mix —which contains the basic pigment and sufficient
vehicle to bring the mix to proper grinding consistency
2 — Thinning materials
3— Tinting colors
The mix is placed in a hopper where it is agitated for a period
of approximately 2 0 to 30 minutes and is released by gravity into
the mill. After being ground the material is released by the mill
in paste form into a portable tank. It is then ready for thinning
and tinting to the desired shade. Before filling, a retained
sample is removed from each batch by the laboratory and tested
against a standard sample for shade, fineness of grind, consistency
and drying properties.
Raw materials in the manufacture of both paint and varnish
represent the major portion of finished cost and necessitate very
close control. For the purpose of uniformity, standard costs are
set on all raw materials, including cans, labels and cases. These
standards are set at each quarterly period with both the present
and probable future market costs taken into account. To the net
cost is added a factor to cover purchasing, receiving and stores
expense and likewise is added a predetermined percentage to cover
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shrinkage in handling and storage. The use of these raw material
cost standards provides for charging the finished stock account
with uniform rates, thus eliminating from this account fluctuations due to changing raw material markets, and thereby permitting
more accurate calculation of cost of sales from month to month.
At the same time these standards provide a raw material variance
account, which account calls immediate attention to any marked
change in the raw material costs.
In a paint and varnish plant the production is represented by
varying types of materials requiring different processes. Therefore the plant is segregated into departments, each department
handling a particular process. From this departmental segregation, standards are established covering the following operations:
In the paint plant:
Mixing
Grinding
Thinning
Tinting
Clarifying
Filling
In the varnish plant:
Varnish cooking
Thinning and pumping
Blending
Clarifying
Filling
Labeling and packing are handled by one department for the
combined production of both plants.
In some of the previously- mentioned departments, the machine
expense represents the major item of cost, in which case the hourly
machine rate is the basis for setting of standards. In others the
labor expense or man -hour furnishes the basis of the standard
rate. In the mixing and grinding department consideration must
be given to the mill -hour output of different grades, and of colors
within a given grade; this variance being due to the nature of
the pigments and vehicles, the consistency of the paste and the
speed at which the mill is allowed to operate. The length of
time the paste is permitted to soak after mixing has also a considerable influence on the grinding of certain pigments. Because
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of these variable factors the grinding time of each individual
product must be accurately determined and standard grinding
times established. These same conditions as to the variance in
processing time hold true in the varnish cooking department where
the burner hour is equivalent to the mill hour in the mixing and
grinding department.
For convenience, schedules are prepared showing a graduated
scale of hourly periods, each of which is extended at the machine hour rate. These hourly periods are assigned class numbers which
are representative of the machine time required to produce ioo
gallons or pounds of finished product. For example, Class 5 would
indicate five hours and when extended at a machine hour cost
Of $1.20 would result in a total charge of $6 per too gallons or
pounds for any product falling in that class. It is this information which is shown on the costed formula in computing unit cost.
In the thinning, tinting and clarifying operations in the paint
plant, as well as thinning, blending and clarifying in the varnish
plant, production time per gallon for all products is relatively the
same, therefore, a unit cost per gallon of finished product is used
for each process. For such operations as filling, labeling and
packing a schedule of costs by size of container is used with the
departmental man -hour rate and production time test furnishing
the basis for such standard rates.
The yield on a paint or varnish formula is a variable quantity
and is dependent upon the method of manufacture and the efficiency of the plant. Standard yields of all products are developed
from experience over a reasonable period of time and are designated on formula cost cards to be used in the future computation
of unit costs.
This completes all of the different standard unit costs necessary
for computing the full manufactured cost of the finished product.
Production orders or batch tickets originate with the finished
goods stock records and are accompanied by a separate order indicating the container size into which the batch is to be filled.
After complete information as to the product formulation has been
filled in by the laboratory, the batch ticket is turned over to the
production department. During the course of production all
essential data is recorded on the batch ticket, such as actual materials used, actual mill or burner time, yield, etc. Upon return
to the cost department the operating results of the individual
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batch are checked against the established standards and any discrepancies of consequence referred to the plant superintendent
for his guidance in making investigations and corrections that
may appear necessary. As batch tickets covering finished production are received by the cost department they are posted to the
production register and the total production units distributed to
each of the departments engaged in the manufacture of the particular product. Sufficient columns are provided to distribute
the paint grinding and varnish cooking units into their respective
classes.
At the close of the month the production register is totaled
and each department total of production units for the month
extended at the respective standard rate, the sum total being
credited to the factory ledger account and charged to the finished
goods account. For the purpose of comparison of the actual
operating cost with standard, accurate departmentalization of expense is maintained and the management is furnished in monthly
report form a detail analysis of departmental operating cost showing the variance from standard for that period.
My preceding remarks have been a very brief comment on
the processing of paint and varnish and the resulting procedure
in cost accounting. However, I would like to make a few remarks regarding an arrangement that has been adopted in the
company with which I am associated.
One of the most troublesome problems we have had to face
during the past few years is the distribution of plant overhead.
In the first place in attempting to make comparison in any department of actual cost with standard, we were constantly confronted
with the question of how much of the variance was due to plant
efficiency or causes within our control, and how much simply
represented varying volumes of production.
Secondly, with rapidly changing demands what constituted
normal production became simply a question of anyone's opinion.
We feel we have solved this problem and at the same time have
reduced our cost - finding detail materially and provided a better
means of plant control.
A unique and possibly revolutionary feature of this method is
found in the charging of all fixed expenses (with certain exceptions) to the general factory department and transferring the undistributed balances of non - productive departments to "General
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Factory" instead of apportioning such expenses over the various
productive departments.
It is felt that this procedure is justified since it greatly reduces
the clerical work necessary in the application of the cost system
without affecting the ability to charge each product with its proper
share of such expenses. At the same time, since it eliminates all
uncontrollable items in consideration of departmental results, it
furnishes a better measure for efficiency.
This procedure eliminates all questions as to proper method
of apportionment; basis of valuation of assets; determination of
"normal production volumes"; etc. and leaves productive departments charged with only controllable expenses which should be
readily altered to meet changing conditions.
For purposes of establishing standards, all fixed expenses can
be apportioned to productive departments. Standards so arrived
at need only be divided into two parts —one part being the standard
or controllable expense and the other covering all fixed or apportioned expense. Therefore each productive department will be
credited with the total production at standard "controllable expense" rates, while the "General Factory" department will be
credited with the balance of the standard rate.
The effect of this procedure is to show each month in one
account the total of all fixed and overhead expenses together with
the amount by which such expenses are over- or under - absorbed.
At the same time each department will show the total actual controllable expense as compared with the standard controllable expense. The value of such comparison should be obvious.
It is recognized that this principle is not adaptable to all industries but we have found it practical and satisfactory for our
own use.
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